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Gary is a grain merchant who both brokers crops, and processes food products for
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ultimate sale to the retail market. Gary buys wheat from farmers and either resells it to other
entities, or retains the wheat for processing into various bread products that are sold to area retail
food markets. In April of 1997, in a telephone conversation, Gary contracted for the sale of
60,OuObushels of wheat from farmer Fran. The price of the wheat was $10/bushel for delivery no
later than July 1, 1997. Following their April conversation, Gary resold half of the -wheat to
another grain merchant for $ 12/bu$heland planned to retain the balance of the grain for his own
use. Gary sent Fran a written confirmation noting "the sale of60,000 bushels of wheat at
$10/bushel for delivery no later than July 1, 1997."
To prepare for the processingof the wheat and its eventual conversion to end use
products, Gary entered into several agreements,one of which was with Michelle for the purchase
and maintenance of commercial baking equipment. Following several meetings, during which
Michelle claimed she had just the ovens for Gary and they would be perfect in every respect, Gary
sent Michelle an offer in which Michelle was to supply Gary with four commercial grade ovens at
a cost of $40,000. The offer further stated that Michelle would be responsible for the
maintenance and service of the ovens for a five year period. Michelle responded to Gary's offer
with a purchase order that provided for the sale of four commercial grade ovens at a cost of
$40,000, noting that Michelle would be responsible for the maintenance and service of the ovens
for a five year period. The purchase order further added that there were "NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR Ir-viPLIED, and that acceptanceis expresslymade conditional on assentto these
tenns." The four ovens were delivered on June 1, 1997.
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On June 20, 1997, with grain prices up to $15/bushel and wanting to take advantage of
the escalatingprice, Fran notified Gary that they had no contract and he was selling his 60 bushels
of wheat to Bill. Worried about fulfilling his own obligations, Gary went into the market and
bought replacementwheat for $18/bushel on June 25, 1997. By July 1, 1997.,the price of grain
had risen to $20/bushel. To make matters even worse for Gary, the ovens that had been delivered
by Michelle were not working satisfactorily. Gary needed ovens that would sustain a temperature
of 450°F and his tests of the ovens revealed that they could not sustain a temperature higher than
425 of. Michelle spent five days working on the ovens but had not been able to achieve the
j

desired performance.

Assume that the Uniform Commercial Code is applicable in this jurisdiction.
'.

In view of

the above noted matters, discuss whether Gary has anybasis for claiming breach of any
contractual obligations. As part of your discussion, note remedies that Gary might pursue as well
as any defenses Gary might encounter to his claims and possible rebuttals to these defenses..
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